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Abstract

According to relevant theories and practices, one of the important approaches for improving corporation’s independent innovation capacity of China is to promote and strengthen the synergetic effect of independent innovation dynamic. In this study, the dynamic system of corporation’s independent innovation was constructed through field investigation of the corporations on the basis of careful summarization and objective evaluation of the technical innovation dynamic theories at home and abroad; the synergetic mechanism of dynamic system of corporation’s independent innovation was researched into by employing synergetic theories; and the countermeasures for safeguarding the synergetic functioning of dynamic system of corporation’s independent innovation in China were put forward according to this synergetic mechanism.
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1. Introduction

With the human society entering the 21st century and the rapid development of science and technology, independent innovation has become the core and foundation of the realization of sustainable economic development for corporations and even the whole country. Nevertheless, the status of corporation independent innovation in China is not very optimistic in general, although there are some leading corporations with core patents in key fields cropping up. Experts at home and abroad have reached a consensus that in many cases, the lack of independent innovation capacity of corporations is not due to lack of ability, condition or opportunities, but rather the lack of dynamic caused by various reasons(Song X M, 1993).

The subsequent scientific researches and corporations’ innovation practices further indicate that innovation is a creative dynamic system formed by the interaction of multiple factors, and the specific innovation dynamics for most of the corporations are not a combination of a single or constant dynamic factors, but rather the comprehensive synergism of multiple or even all the factors interrelated with interactions among them. This means that one of the important channels for the promotion and improvement of corporations’ independent innovation capacity in China is the improvement and intensification of their synergetic effect of independent innovation dynamics(Song X, 1997). Therefore, the analysis of synergism mechanism of corporations’ independent innovation dynamic and the investigation of its key parameters have become serious problems in need of immediate solution for corporations, governments and even the entire society(Gupta, 1991).

2. The construction of dynamic system of corporations’ independent innovation

To construct a scientific model of dynamic system corporations’ independent innovation, the author paid visits to many industrial corporations, during which the first-hand information about corporations’ independent innovation activities was collected, and the dynamic factors of corporations’ independent innovation were generalized and summarized based on them. Later, by integrating the extensive data from research literatures, field observations, etc., The Investigation Questionnaire on Corporations’ Independent Innovation Dynamic was designed and was distributed to corporations to fill in. Finally, through the calculation and organization of the 78 valid investigation questionnaires returned, the dynamic factors of corporations’ independent innovation were identified, and then the dynamic system of corporations’ independent innovation was constructed.

The dynamic system of corporations’ independent innovation is formed in the three-level structure of “dynamic
system of corporations’ independent innovation—dynamic subsystem of corporations’ independent innovation—dynamic factors of corporations’ independent innovation” According to the subsystem’s functions in corporations’ independent innovation activities, the dynamic system of corporations’ independent innovation is divided into four component parts, namely, independent innovation fund dynamic subsystem, independent innovation talents dynamic subsystem, independent innovation technology dynamic subsystem and independent innovation environment dynamic subsystem (Cooper, 1983). Among them, the first one includes one innovation dynamic factor, R&D investment; the second one includes also includes one innovation dynamic factor, R&D personnel information; the third one includes three innovation dynamic factors, i.e., technological conditions for innovation, R&D success rate anticipation, corporations’ R&D achievement accumulation; the last one includes four innovation dynamic factors, namely, market competition, incentive system for innovation, entrepreneurial spirits and corporate culture.

Table 1. Self-Directed Innovation Power System Structure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynamic system of corporations’ independent innovation</th>
<th>Dynamic factors of corporations’ independent innovation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Independent innovation fund dynamic subsystem</td>
<td>R&amp;D investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent innovation talents dynamic subsystem</td>
<td>R&amp;D personnel information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent innovation technology dynamic subsystem</td>
<td>Technological conditions for innovation, R&amp;D success rate anticipation, Corporations’ R&amp;D achievement accumulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent innovation environment dynamic subsystem</td>
<td>Market competition, Incentive system for innovation, Entrepreneurial spirits, Corporate culture</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. The research on synergism mechanism of the dynamic system of corporations’ independent innovation

Synergetics was founded by Hermann Haken, the preeminent theoretical physicist from the Federal Republic of Germany; since the beginning of its establishment, it has been highly appreciated in the international academic circle, with the speedy infiltration of its theories and methods into many fields of natural sciences and social sciences, and its has been extensively and effectively applied in practice (Tidd, 2001). Synergetics is a complex system theory; it regards all research objects as systems constituted by components, parts or subsystems, which are likely to interact with each other via substance, energy or information exchanges, thus forming an overall effect or a new structure for the whole system.

The innovation goal of a corporation not only describes the status of independent innovation dynamic system but also determines the future development orientation and model for the corporations’ independent innovation; it is the order parameter of the dynamic system of corporations’ independent innovation because it possesses the general characteristics of order parameter.

4. Research into the synergism mechanism of the dynamic system of corporations’ independent innovation
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“Synergism gives rise to order”, and synergetic effect is inherent in any complex system. A system realizes orderliness and achieves stable structure through the overall macro effect transcending the system itself generated by the synergetic effect of various factors. The orderly functioning of the dynamic system of corporations’ independent innovation also relies on the synergetic functions among the factors or subsystems inside and outside the system. Synergism is the essential demand of the functioning of the dynamic system of corporations’ independent innovation.
4.1 The Orderly Synergism among Various Factors of The Dynamic System of Corporations’ Independent Innovation

The dynamic factors of the dynamic system of corporations’ independent innovation mainly includes R&D achievement accumulation, R&D success rate anticipation, R&D fund, R&D personnel, market competition, incentive system, entrepreneurial spirits, and corporate culture. The system status equation has proved that R&D achievement accumulation and R&D success rate anticipation are the slow-varying variables among the innovation dynamic factors; these two factors are the “inertia” of corporation innovation because they are accumulated in the process of corporation development, determining the corporation’s R&D fund, R&D personnel and technology and influencing the system’s environment; so they dominate over other factors all the time in the functioning process of dynamic system of corporations’ independent innovation.

R&D achievement accumulation and R&D success rate anticipation represent the traditions of corporations’ independent innovation as the “inertia” factors of corporations’ independent innovation activities. These two factors determine the corporation’s investment of R&D fund, R&D personnel as well as technological conditions of innovation; the more the R&D achievement accumulation and the higher the R&D success rate anticipation, the more the new products manufactured by a corporation will be. Only in this way will corporation invest more R&D fund, R&D personnel and technology in expectation of accomplishing more independent innovation. Furthermore, for better independent innovation, the corporation will improve the innovation environment continually.

Therefore, they are the “generator” of the synergetic functioning of innovation dynamic factors, i.e. they are the “core” of dynamic factors, governing the synergetic functioning of various factors within the independent innovation dynamic system. Meanwhile, the investment of R&D fund, R&D personnel and the technical conditions of innovation provide the basic guarantee for the “core”; and the corporations’ environment dynamic factors, namely, market competition, incentive system for innovation, entrepreneurial spirits and corporate culture, offer strong support for other factors. The synergism of various factors of the dynamic system of corporations’ independent innovation is illustrated by Figure 2.

4.2 The Orderly Synergism of The Dynamic System of Corporations’ Independent Innovation

In synergetics, order parameter is a macro parameter; on one hand, the order parameter is the product of collective movement (including mutual competition and synergism) of numerous subsystems within an entire system; on the other hand, once formed, the order parameter plays the role of dominating or enslaving the subsystems, thus governing the overall evolution process of the system. Therefore, order parameter is not only the characterization and measurement of the synergetic effect of subsystems but also the measurement of the overall movement status of the system.

A corporation is an individual under constant development. At each stage of development, an innovation goal will come into being, directing the progression of corporation’s independent innovation. The dynamic system of corporations’ independent innovation is an open one, and is exposed to the external influences and has energy, substance and information exchanges with the external environment. Once a new innovation goal is formulated by a corporation, i.e., when the order parameter mutates, the independent innovation dynamic system will inevitably change, resulting in the lose of original stability of the system; but new stable state will be reached by this system in the functioning process directed by the corporation’s innovation goal. As a consequence, the new innovation goals are produced, and the functioning of the dynamic system corporation’s independent innovation is guided by these goals.

![Figure 1. The Orderly Synergism of The Dynamic System of Corporations’ Independent Innovation](image-url)
The dynamic system of corporations’ independent innovation includes innovation fund dynamic subsystem, innovation talents dynamic subsystem, innovation technology dynamic subsystem and innovation environment dynamic subsystem. After a corporation has moved into a certain stage and come up with a new innovation goal, the success rate anticipation becomes a slow-varying variable first, which determines the investment of funds and talents at this stage according to the corporations’ practical behaviours; meanwhile, the corporation environment will also change correspondingly, and relevant incentive system for innovation is framed and the new corporation culture takes shape; all of these will provide support for the investment of funds and talents. To reach this corporation’s innovation goal, fund dynamic subsystem, talents dynamic subsystem, and the environment dynamic subsystem interact synergistically, with the dominance of the success rate anticipation over the synergism of these three subsystems; this is the first stage of the synergetic functioning of the dynamic system of corporations’ independent innovation.

After the completion of the first stage, the conditions for the corporations to launch independent innovation are ready, and now it comes to the second stage, i.e., the innovation achievement accumulation becomes a slow-varying variable; at this time, all of the innovation activities launched by the corporation are focused on technology; the technology dynamic has become the dominant factor, and the other three subsystems serve as the support for the better functioning the technology dynamic subsystem; while the corporation achievement accumulation is the foundation and precondition for the functioning of this dominant subsystem, dominating its synergetic functioning with the other three subsystems. During the process of realizing the initial innovation goal, new innovation goal will come into being, which directs the synergetic functioning of the system at next stage(SUN Bing,2008).

5. The countermeasures for the synergetic functioning of the dynamic system of corporations’ independent innovation

During the synergetic functioning of the dynamic system of corporations’ independent innovation, the innovation goal is the order parameter of this system, dominating independent innovation activities of the corporation. Therefore, to realize the orderly synergism of this system, what is needed at first is the accurate formulation of independent innovation goal according to the corporation’s practical situations and past experience in independent innovation. The specific procedures are as follows:

5.1 Independent Innovation Management Department Should be Established in The Corporation to Carry Out Standardized Administration on Independent Innovation Activity.

The innovation management department can master the innovation conditions comprehensively, thus laying good foundations for the formulatoin of innovation goal. Meanwhile, this management department should establish timely and effective management measures according to the situations encountered in the process of independent innovation, for the purpose of achieving better resource allocation for independent innovation and providing guarantee for the innovation goal. In addition, this department should also establish communication with other scientific research institutions actively to determine orientation for the new innovation goal.

5.2 The Corporation Can Master The Technology and Market Information by Making Good Use of External Information Platform.

For the precise formulation of corporation goal, the acquisition of external information is also significant besides the comprehensive command of corporation’s internal situation. For the corporation’s timely acquisition of accurate market and industry information, governmental department should play its intermediary role fully to establish standard information platform for the corporation. To be specific, a website focused on the corporations’ innovation activities should be established, with government acting as the intermediary which provides timely information of technology and market for the corporations according to the innovation needs of the corporation. In this way, not only do the costs decrease for the corporations, but also the corporations’ independent innovation activities are better guided to a certain extent.
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